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Summary

Simon Stevin (1548-1620) is generally known as adviser, engineer, teacher of Maurice, prince of Orange
(1567-1625) and quartermaster of the State’s army. 
His ideal lies in the common good and esteem of the Netherlands - both north and south - by finding back
the mathematical physics of which all was known in the age of the sages, but is lost by the deluge. 
His methodology consists of a  replacement of  the traditional dialectic by the argumentation of Euclides,
of which the main constituents are definitions and operations, and Stevin’s Hermetic view of nature. 
In the history of mathematics he is mentioned above all as promoter of decimal fractions and in the
history of mechanics as the inventor of the triangle of forces. According to Stevin nature as a whole has a
mathematical character. He also produced a work on social philosophy: Vita Politica Het Burgherlick
Leven (1590) - political civil life - that is recently reprinted in Dutch and in French, while an English one
is in the making.

Influence of the Corpus Hermeticum

He has deduced the triangle of forces out of his ‘clootcrans’, a well-balanced wreath of fourteen spheres,
hanged around a standing triangle. Usually it is thought these spheres cannot move out of themselves
because of Stevin’s intuïtive notion of conservation of energy. Otherwise a perpetuum mobile would
come into being. This way of thinking is incorrect. Stevin does not reject a perpetuum mobile. He has no
idea of conservation of energy, even he has no notion of the physical character of friction.
His opinion is that the spheres cannot move out of themselves because they are inanimate.
He takes that from the Corpus Hermeticum, in which this is said in rather the same words. This means by
implication that it would have been impossible for Stevin to bring to light his principal works De
Beghinselen der Weeghconst (The Principals of the Art of Weighing) and De Beghinselen des
Waterwichts (The Elements of Hydrostatics), both of 1586, without the influence of the Corpus
Hermeticum. 

Upswing of Hermetism in the fifteenth and sixteenth century

The Corpus Hermeticum deals with the relation between God, men and cosmos, in which the cosmos is
considered as God’s son. The ‘key’ of the Corpus Hermeticum is that the human being is a mortal God.
The object is to point out to men the ‘Hermes’ Way’.   
The Hermetic texts are thought to come in origin from Hermes Trismegistus, a contemporary of Moses.
Because it consequently concerns very old texts, containing therefore much wisdom - the older in time the
more one knows (Stevin speaks about an age of sages) - these texts are studied eagerly. 
Hermes Trismegitus (the Threefold Greatest) is already known out of other fragments, but the Hermetism
ondergoes an upswing by the finding of the treaties of the Corpus Hermeticum in the fifteenth century.
In reality these treaties come from the third century after Christ. Until 1614 this was fully unknown, even
though they work on till after 1660, according to Frances Yates (1899-1981).
Frances Yates has demonstrated that Giordano Bruno (1548-1600), who is very influential on Stevin, may
be considered as an Hermetic philosopher.  
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‘Wonder en is gheen wonder’

Stevin’s Hermetic view and Bruno’s as well, can be recognized in the frame of the emblematic headpiece
on his principal works of Weighing and Hydrostatics and on his Wisconstighe Ghedachtenissen -
Mathematical Memoranda (1605 and 1608). Above his ‘clootcrans’ (wreath of spheres) with the motto
‘wonder en is gheen wonder’ - miracle not miraculous - there is the head of a stag.
That points to one of the metamorphoses of Ovidius, about the hunter Actaeon who, being mesmerized by
the divine beauty of the bathing Diana, could not move himself. Diana, being annoyed by that, changed
him in a stag, with the result of Actaeon eaten by his own dogs. 
At the foot of the frame, between the ‘A’ and ‘U’ - from ‘Ab Uno’ - we see the head of Diana. 
This refers to a dialogue of 1585 - out of De gl’ Heroici Furori, On Heroïc Passions - of Giordano Bruno
(1548-1600), in which he sees Actaeon’s hankering and metamorphose as the desire for and to be totally
assimilated into the utmost divine knowledge and wisdom, which is the end of the Way of Hermes. 
It is a sequel to Bruno’s Della Causa, Principio et Uno (1584) - On cause, the Principle and the One - in
which he incorporates the Corpus Hermeticum into a closely-reasoned philosophy. 

The laws of nature and the conception of symmetry

In De gl’ Heroici Furori Bruno writes also that the arts never come to an end, a phrase we find back in
Stevin’s Dialectike (1585). Likewise in this dialogue with the conceptions of ‘symmetry’ and ‘laws of
nature’, conceptions that are used by Stevin and his bosom friend Jan Cornets de Groot (1554-1640) in
such a way that this confirms Stevin’s knowledge of Bruno’s texts.  
The phrase ‘laws of nature’ is correctly formulated and applied in one of De Groot’s laudatory poems to
Stevin. The application is based on Stevin’s Hermetic lever in a winch. The lever is Hermetic because of
Stevin’s decision that it is to be founded on ‘the One’, out of which everything arises and in which
everything is - the capitals ‘A’ and ‘U’ mean ‘Ab Uno’ - and his categorical rejection of Aristotle’s
virtual transposition. The method of virtual transposition does not agree with ‘the One’.
It is Jan Cornets de Groot who initiated Stevin in this philosophy. 
The conception of symmetry - Stevin applies it in his art of building - is placed by Stevin on his own
accord in Bruno’s ‘the principle’, that is formulated in Della Causa, Principio et Uno - On cause, the
Principle and the One.   

New ideas about causality from Giordano Bruno

In the conception of ‘the Principle’ Giordano Bruno has changed Aristotle’s ideas about causality.
Aristotle gives four kinds of causality - the efficient cause, the formal cause, the material cause and the
final cause. The formal cause and material cause - are changed by Bruno into one whole, that is to say
into one cause. The efficient cause - coming from God - the One - makes of the formal cause and material
cause in their working one unviolated system, mentioned by Bruno as ‘the Principle’. 
In ‘the principle’ the cause is not vanished by the consequence. In Bruno’s ‘the principle’ the efficient
cause is not gone with the consequences because form and matter are staying ones. 
In the Corpus Hermeticum as well as according to Bruno is all that leads to multitude an alteration in
which the substance always remains the same, because there is but one divine immortal being: the One.
Nature is not an independent entity. It arises out of the worldsoul, of which the One - God - is the
unfathomable first efficient cause.
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Euclides’ ‘working’, a matter for all sciences

In the texts where Bruno’s ‘the principle’ comes under discussion, the conception of ‘working’ is a matter
of importance. Cause and consequence, as concerned to each other, means ‘working’. Stevin recognizes it
also in Euclides’ argumentation in the Elements, of which the main constituents are definitions and
operations. After the definitions it consists of the following basic scheme: Supposition, What is required
to prove, Construction or Work, Proof and finally the Conclusion. 
The third point of this scheme - Construction or Work - is seamless connected with Bruno’s conception of
working and the conception of ‘working’ in the Corpus Hermeticum.
Therefore he considers Euclides’ working-method valid for all sciences, that is to say for all ‘artes
liberales’ to which belongs among others the optics and the art weighing and the mechanics of the
firmament. 

Stevin’s methodology as a whole

Taken as a whole his methodology consists of an Hermetic view on nature, of his methodical instrument,
that is the Euclidian basic scheme - which gets less emphasis in later years -  and of the acquisition out of
both. Beside it he gives ten rules for finding the truth, of which the rule that sometimes it is possible to
find the truth out of the untruth - for example in his ‘clootcrans’ - is the most important one. For a better
determination of a subject he does not exclude the traditional dialectic.
Stevin is searching for an extension of the number of free mathematical arts - such as the seven ‘artes
liberales’ - of which many are lost since the age of sages, an unknown old period with knowledge of all. 
The optics belong to them just as the mathematics of his De Beghinselen der Weeghconst (The Principals
of the Art of Weighing) and De Beghinselen des Waterwichts (The Elements of Hydrostatics).
Stevin says about these free arts and the other ones that must be find back, that they have to describe
directly and merely theoretical an attribute of nature and that they stand in certainty above material
findings, because of their irrefutableness in truth. So his mathematics prevails on his facts. 
At present we call this rational empiricism.

Dutch language the best for expressing new founded conceptions

The working of the facts is expressed in mathematical proportions (says Stevin). 
The best language in which to do this is the vernacular language ‘Nederduytsch’, let us say Dutch. 
The Dutch language in comparison with other languages has the the greatest number of monosyllables.
Therefore the Dutch mathematical expressions are as short as possible. Moreover in Dutch it is best
possible, by combination of monosyllables, to express new founded conceptions.

Initially a rational empirical approach

His The Principals of the Art of Weighing and The Elements of Hydrostatics are in principle rational
empirical: his triangle of forces is found out of his theoretical wreath of spheres and his hydrostatical
paradox is also deduced according to the rational empiricism.
The improvements of the mills which he executed with Jan Cornets de Groot, thank their existence out of
this rational empiricism: in his calculations Stevin unrolls the transmissions of the mills till they can be
compared with his Hermetic lever that is founded according to the Euclidian basic scheme, after which he
can execute his improvements in the mills.    
In his sailing chariot this is not the case: in that his lever is a purpose in itself.
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Empirical and experimental way of research in later years

In consult with Maurice he is searching for solutions in building and hydraulic engineering, in the hope to
bring them in in his ‘Art of building’. He could not complete this ‘Art of building’. Isaac Beeckman
(1588-1637) however has copied many posthumous notes of Stevin in presence of his widow, by which
we have a good sight within the development of his methodology.
As appears from his “Stofroersel des Eertcloots” - his geology - in which he anticipates to these
annotations - he only notes facts with a fixed course, that is to say: cases that always behave in the same
way. His purpose is to analyse them further. With ‘symmetry’ he came thus far that in 1649 his son
Hendrick could publish an overview of the organisational lay-out of Stevin’s ‘Art of building’. In fact
these annotations are no longer a matter of rational empiricism. An empirical way of research leads the
way. We can see this in the by his son Hendrick in 1667 published “Van den Handel der Waterschuyring
onses Vaders Simon Stevin” - On Simon Stevin’s Waterscouring. This posthumous annotation is much
better copied by Hendrick than by Isaac Beeckman. In it Simon Stevin says literally, about his in the
Euclidian way given demonstration about strengthes of current in a splitting river, that it will prove
everything of his saying about waterscouring after that, although in that demonstration a notion of
scouring fails completely.

Examples of technical scientific experiments

Obvious is this a transitional period to experimental research of which the results in a qualitative way -
without mathematical justification - are worked up in his Nieuwe Maniere van Sterctebou door
Spilsluysen (1617) - New Way of Fortification by Pivotal Sluices.
In co-operation with the city-carpenters of Delft and Rotterdam Stevin has found the best construction of
the sluicegates, a form of co-operation with others that we never have seen before. 
In the annotations copied by Beeckman and also in Hendrick Stevin’s publication of 1667, we find a note
in which Stevin writes his finding that wood split in four parts in the united condition has a more than
four times greater strength.  
With this he comes to a comparison of the floors of two chambers of equal form and size, in which each
floor is worked up with a identical quantity of wood, however is one floor in balks and boards and in the
other one in planks of mutual equal size. However it is impossible to him to find mathematical
proportions in it, so that he cannot find the mathematics belonging to it. 

Qualitative technical scientific research more than a century in advance

None the less it is clear that his way of searching is changed from rational empiricism to a technical
scientific method which consists of: experimental research, result and application. 
The result and the application however have a qualitative character - albeit that the result may be called
scientific. In spite of his searching he cannot find the mathematics belonging to it.
Nevertheless he goes on searching in this way as becomes evident from his inquiry into the bending of
two springs of steel of equal length and thickness, whereby one of them is has two times the width of the
other. The answer on this question did not come to us. It is nowhere to be found. 
However it is clear that Stevin is searching on how the working is, an Hermetical conception in which
according to the ‘Principle’ in Bruno’s Della Causa, Principio et Uno - On cause, the Principle and the
One - in which the main item is the permanent influence to each other of cause and consequence. 
We may conclude that Stevin’s method also on the fundamental grounds of the Hermetism is changed
from rational empiricism to a kind of qualitative technical scientific research. With that he is in his period
more than a century in advance: systematical research in breaking staves we find for the first time in the
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works of  Pieter van Musschenbroek (1692-1761) in 1729.  

Sometimes Stevin’s opinion is Hermetical confirmed in retrospect 

It is not very probable that Stevin’s opinion is totally founded on Hermetical points. Sometimes this goes
the other way and gives the Corpus Hermeticum a confirmation of his findings.
His Art of Weighing is explicit Hermetical, because this could not exist separately from the Hermetism.
Likewise his “Stofroersel des Eertcloots” - his geology - in which all that is land will become see and all
that is see will become land. This work is founded on the One, in which change is not another being but
only another way of being. His geology is inspired in a complete Hermetical way.  
It is the same with the De Thiende (1585) - the tenth - in which according to the Corpus Hermeticum the
system of the tens is more fundamental than the system of the twelves.
In the first five signs of the lost age of sages, we find less influence of the Hermetism, perhaps no
influence at all, albeit that an Hermetical confirmation is possible. 
For these signs Stevin may have his own arguments apart from the Hermetism, though Hermetical
arguments are possible. Not to forget that Hermes Trismegistus must have knowledge of wisdom out of
the age of sages. 

Mathematical scientific nature based on Hermetism

Stevin’s sixth sign for the age of sages however is simply originated out of the philosophical Hermetism. 
He speaks about magic, which includes by implication a fundamental knowledge about causes in
mathematics. This is a statement that the whole of nature has a mathematical character.    
The insight in the causes and the Hermetical ‘working’ is given by Giordano Bruno in Della Causa,
Principio et Uno (1584) - On cause, the Principle and the One. The conception of working we find also in
the Corpus Hermeticum as God’s working in the soul of the world.   

Also based on Hermetism his inspiration for political civil life

The Corpus Hermeticum gives us more. In it we find the key-position which says: “On earth the human
being is a mortal God, the heavenly God is an immortal human being”.
This key-position may have inspired Stevin - according to his pronunciation of the dignity of the Dutch
language - that the Dutch people will get back their power of a long time ago if the important scientific
properties of their language are pointed out to them so that they - as Stevin says in Dialectike (1585) - in 
the long run will choose an emperor out of their midst.
This ‘key’ takes part in the coming to be of his Vita Politica Het Burgherlick Leven (1590) - political civil
life - in which the free civilian is explained in which way an optimal civilian society of free right-thinking
civilians can be composed.
It is striking that he recommends in an non-dogmatic way the general accepted Christian ethics as a rule. 
This agrees with the fact that the Republic benefits the ‘Reformed Religion’, but not the Reformed
Church as an institute, a subtle but essential difference. The Republic has no Established Church.
An in ethics right-thinking free civilian is the first that is required for that purpose. Hence, the Vita
Politica Het Burgherlick Leven (1590) - political civil life - has still its values at present.
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The foregoing together gives us three main conclusions

In a general view on Stevin’s methodology there are three conclusions we can draw. 
¯ The first is that Stevin’s De Beghinselen der Weeghconst (The Principals of the Art of Weighing) and De

Beghinselen des Waterwichts (The Elements of Hydrostatics) could not have come into being without the
Corpus Hermeticum. This gives us an unbroken straight line from Hermetism to the history of science.

¯ The second is that the development of his mathematical methodology goes, under the influence of the
Hermetical conception of working, from rational empiricism to a form of direct empirical and
experimental research. With his research on quartered wood Stevin is his time in advance for more than a
century: systematical research on the breaking of wood we find only in 1729 by Pieter van
Musschenbroek (1692-1761). 

¯ The third conclusion is that according to Simon Stevin the right-thinking civilian is the hart of the society,
a conclusion that is still valid today for every civilian society that is developing itself.  


